In post-war societies external actors promote democracy within a broad framework of state-and nation-building, rule-of-Iaw building, and economic developrnent. But not all dernocracy promotion efforts succeed in an equal way. A eloser look at cases of intervention and democratization since 1945 helps us to account for this variation. Cases of democratization can be differentiated according to their level of post-war socio-economic development, the level of social trust versus the level of inner-societal violence, the character of remaining stateness, the potential erosion of the nation, and the terms of peace. In order to explain the democratization successes of the post-World War II period on the one hand, and the apparent democratizati on failures of the 1990s and after ll September 200 I on the other, the strategies external actors use in post-war transformation must be considered. Sometirnes, external actors differ significantly in their ability and willingness to deal ·with the five issues mentioned above. Given differences in both structural conditions and actor engagement, external ac tors should be more careful when using some of the early democratization cases as blueprints for dernocracy promotion today.
Introduction
In the course of a civil war, a foreign military intervention, or military defeat in an inter-state war, a window of opportunity for democratic change can open and the restoration or the institutionalization of a democratic regime can become possible. From today's perspective, the early post-World War 11 cases of (re-)democratization of fascist regimes is a success story of external democratization. Germany, Austria, and Italy were forced by the war-winning allies to reform their political systems towards democracy and the rule of law.
1 In Japan, the US military forces even imposed a democratic political system from scratch. 2 In the aftermath of a world war that caused millions of deaths, large-scale starvation, and immense refugee fiows all over Europe, these states were able to develop into full-fiedged democracies -this despite the fact that the conditions seemed to be anything but advantageous for democracy.
Quite the opposite seems to be true for post-war transition to democracy since the beginning of the 1990s. After the collapse of the Soviet Union an international commitment to democracy and human rights emerged and set the context for the 526 international community of states and international non-state organizations to engage in democracy promotion in transformation countries. 3 These transition processes were supported by extern al engagement through international financial and technical aid, expert advice, supervision of state-building, monitoring of elections and sometimes the offer of membership in attractive regional organizations. 4 War-torn countries in Africa, Latin America, Southeast Europe, and the Middle East received extensive grants for state-building and democratization. 5 Some countries were even temporarily administered by an international interim authority or a unilateral occupation regime with strong preferences for the introduction of norms and rules complying with international law and liberal economic standards.
ti However, despite the external actors' keen interest in rapid democratization, most recent cases still struggle through deep socio-economic and ethno-religious confticts and are stuck somewhere in the institutional transition process. According to the results of a study by Mixin Pei and Sarah Kasper, the consolidation of a full-fte. dged democratic political system in a war-torn country receiving US external support is mostly unlikely. 7 An extended and more comprehensive tableau of cases considering several external ac tors engaging in major post-war reconstruction and democratization operations since 1945 does not present a more positive picture (see Table I ). So, the puzzle is: why were the early democratization processes of post-World War 11 states under occupation successful, while the success of democratization in recent cases of post-war transition seems unlikely despite massive foreign assistance?
To answer the question, this study will proceed as folIows. To begin with, it presents an overview of the uni verse of cases that have been affected by post-war external democratization, evaluating success and failure of transition to democracy within a ten-year period. In the subsequent explanation of why so me cases succeeded but others failed, a two-step analysis is employed. First, it differentiates cases by the structural conditions that affect the transition processes: the socio-economic situation after war and intervention, the existing level of stateness, the underlying minority and ethno-national confticts, the level of societal trust, and the conditions of peace. Second, it compares the different strategies of external engagement -that is, how external actors deal with these conditions in order to promote democracy. As will become c1ear, external actors promote democracy in post-war societies within a wider framework of economic development, state-building, the promotion of the rule of law, as weil as nation-building. However, the success of these strategies varies according to the prevalent structural conditions and according to local acceptance of external interference in domestic affairs.
The Cases
Obviously, each case inc1uded in the analysis has its own conftict history and path dependencies. Nevertheless, cases can be sorted according to the type of war or intervention they experience, and according to the strategies external actors engage in after the core military operation. According to these two criteria Wolfgang Merkel and the writer distinguish four modes of extern al democratization after war: enforcing democratization by enduring post-war occupation (mode 1); restoring an elected 4 Polity IV rates democracy with at least 6 points (from 10). Freedom House calls a country 'free ' (equals liberal democracy) with at least average score 2.5 (l free.7 not free). If both indices rate the country over that score. democracy after ten years is 'yes', other wise 'no'. If the ten-year period is not yet achieved or the indices are discordant, democracy after ten years i. s '?' . 5 Score '0' indicates 'cases of interregnum or anarchy' (Marshall and Jaggers, Polity IV Project, Users' Manual, p. 16). 6 Variable 'Polity2' is not available. Polity variable ' -88' indicates 'cases of transi tion' (Marshall and Jaggers, Polity IV Project, Users ' Manual, p. 16). 7 Variable 'Polity2' is not available. Polity variable ' -66' ind icates 'cases of foreign interruption' lMarshall and Jaggers. Polity IV Project, Users' Manual, p. 16). government by military intervention (mode 2); intervening in ongoing massacres and civil war with military forces ('humanitarian intervention') and engaging in democratic institution-building in the thereafter reconstruction process (mode 3); and enforcing democracy on rogue states by 'democratic intervention' (mode 4).8 This classification will guide the analysis of structural conditions and external actors' behaviour.
In presenting the cases and evaluating their democratization success, the analysis follows the pragmatic approach of Stephan Finkel and his colleagues who use changes in the Polity IV and the Freedom House data set scores as a proxy for democratizationY The state of democratic institutions as weil as political and civil rights are compared as between one year before external intervention and ten years after external interveners leave. All cases of ongoing transition under external monitoring or supervision since the middle of the 1990s fall below the ten-year threshold. For these cases, Table I presents the latest scores available in the data sets.
Since 1945, I·count 17 cases of external democratization after war, violent conflict or external military intervention. Six cases of external democracy promotion (West Germany, Japan, Austria, Grenada, Panama, Iraq) were effected by or followed an inter-state war, ll cases followed an intra-state war (for an overview of the conflict types according to the common conflict data sets see Table 2 ).10 Applying our mode of war/ intervention and democracy promotion typology, results in slightly different groupings.
In West Germany, Austria, Japan (mode I) and Iraq (mode 4), the old regime collapsed becauseof a clear cut-military defeat. The winning party installed an occupying military regime and temporarily exercised executive, legislative, and judicial control in an interim administration. 11 All occupying regimes tried to set out a democratization process by launching constitution making and democratic elections.
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These three cases of external democratization following World War 11 (mode I) each achieved a full democracy score of '10' in Polity IV directly after the end of the occupying regime and kept it over the ten-year period (see Tab. 1). Given current civil strife and insurgency, an equal development in Iraq (mode 4) seems rather doubtful. 13 In the case of Grenada (1983), Panama (1989) and the Dominican Republic (1965 -1966) , the US government tried to restore an overthrown elected government by military intervention (mode 2).1 4 During the Cold War, until the breakdown of the Soviet Union, US unilateral interventions in Latin Arnerican countries dominated the landscape of resolving intra-state political conflicts. With the military interventions in the Dominican Republic, the US intended to overthrow the military that opposed the democratically elected head of state; in the case of Grenada the US intervened to support the elected government in its fight against the opposition movement; and in the case of Panama the US intervened to secure the lives of Americans living on Panamanian territory and (more or less by the way) to support the opposition whose candidate won presidential elections. 15 The operations in the Dominican Republic and Grenada were not followed by an aid programme for restructuring state institutions and promoting long-term democratization. In these and other countries, democracy promotion fell prey to higher ranked US priorities of economic 531 prosperity and in particular natio~al security. 16 In Panama, US forces stayed for a few months, mainly to rebuild infrastructure and train the Panamanian military. 17 While Panama and Grenada were able to use the intervention as a stimulus to democratic change, the Dominican Republic failed to democratize in the following ten-year period.
The end of the Cold War did not end the US inftuence on resolving internal political confticts in Latin America. Its intervention in the intra-state conftict of Haiti (1994 -1996) also falls within the group of democracy pr~motion by 'restoring an elected government' (mode 2). But in contrast to the cases of the Cold War period, the intervention was followed by a comprehensive peace-building strategy under the lead of the United Nations.
IR Nevertheless, Haiti did not achieve even a minimal level of democracy in the ten-year period following intervention, as coded by Polity IV or Freedom House.
As demonstrated in the Haitian case, the end of the bipolar world changed the willingness of multilateral coalitions and international organizations to intervene militarily in conftict-prone societies. Not only unilateral, but also multilateral interventions became an option for conftict resolution in ongoing intra-state ethnic and political confticts, genocide, and large-scale human-rights violations. Once on the ground, peacekeepers realized the necessity to engage more comprehensively in post-war reconstruction and democratization. The members ofthe UN Security Council gradually included state reconstruction and democratization in the missions' mandates (mode 3). The monitoring of elections in particular became a major tool of conftict resolution. 19 In addition, multilateral missions shaped the contents of peace agreements and included written plans for free and fair elections. They provided expert advice to local parties in war-shattered states during the implementation phase. Several internatiOllal agencies like the World Bank 01' the International Monetary Fund (IMF) imposed conditions requiring states to undertake specific economic and political reforms in exchange for econornic aid. And they even performed quasi-governmental functions such as the guarantee of public security by military and police force presence. 20 In Mozambique, EI Salvador, Haiti, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Guatemala, and Sierra Leone, the United Nations and its partner organizations combined peace-making and peace-building means to monitor the peace processes. 21 The UN interim administration of Cambodia (1991 Cambodia ( -1993 served as aprecursor to the UN protectorates in Kosovo (since 1999) and East Timor (1999 -2002) where the UN fuffilled executive, legislative, and judicial tasks. 22 Despite extensive external support, only foul' of the mode 3 cases of the 1990s show hopeful democratization outcomes. EI Salvador clearly merits democratic credentials from Polity and Freedom House, based on its institutions and respect for civil and political rights. Mozambique, Guatemala, and East Timor just scrape by the democracy threshold proposed by the indices. Cambodia, Haiti, and Sierra Leone are far from being consolidated democracies. Bosnia-Herzegovina is stuck in institutional deadlock without having yet regained full national sovereignty and still depends on supervision by the High Representative; and Kosovo meanwhile is struggling with the question of its future territorial status, and therefore is not ranked in any of the indices (see Table 1 ).
Mode of promoting democracy

Enforcing democratization by occupation
Restoring elected government After the terrorist attacks of 11 September 200 I, a multinational coalition under the lead of the US intervened both in Afghanistan and in Iraq as part of the 'war on terror' (mode 4). As a result of the military campaign against the al-Qaeda network, the Taliban regime and the regime of Saddam Hussein both collapsed. Massive international efforts have been undertaken to stabilize these countries and to pave the way for an Afghan and an Iraqi democracy. In both cases, the US governmentjustified its military operations as necessary in the 'war on terror', so that repressive regimes that support terrorist networks can be overthrown and replaced with democratic regimes. In both Afghanistan and !raq it is too early to judge the outcome of that undertaking, but in both cases the continuing lack of security has been detrimental to the progress toward democracy. 23 From this brief empirical overview we can draw three conc1usions. First, we can distinguish four historical periods of external democratization that largely coincide with our four modes of promoting democracy after war: (I) the post-World War II period with extern al occupation by the war winning allies and c1ear-cut democratization successes (mode 1); (2) the Cold War period with US intervention in government crises leading to mixed outcomes of either simple restoration of the elected government or failure in trying to do so (mode 2); (3) the post-I 990 period with all intervention cases struggling to cope with domestic societal conflicts coupled with multinational efforts to mitigate these conflicts and implement a broad agenda of state-and democracy-building reforms (mode 3);24 and (4) the post-200l period framed by the 'war on terror' with one case of multinational intervention in an ongoing sub-state conflict (Afghanistan) and one inter state-war with enforced regime change (lraq) (mode 4).
Humanitarian intervention and democratization
Democratic intervention
Second, the success of external democratization depends on the type of war or conflict in each case. While all the inter-state war cases of the post-World War II period became c1ear-cut democratization successes, the picture of all inner-or substate war cases and cases of military intervention is mixed. None of the latter cases achieved a Polity IV score of '10'. Only five countries achieved scores of '6' to '9' falling above the Polity IV democracy threshold.
Third, the differentiation between the two conflict types, inter-state war and intrastate war, cannot be sufficient to explain the different outcomes of democratization success or failure. As will be argued next, the mixed record of post-intra-state war democratization must depend on other structure-and actor-related factors.
Explaining Success and Failure
. Terms like 'the hour zero' suggest that after war, actors can start their reform projects from a blank slate?5 But the collapse of the old regime as a result of military defeat does not erase prevalent path dependencies of structural disequilibria and societal cleavages, which may even have been intensified during war or violent conflict. The transition from war to peace can be better described as a process configured by actors' decisions and behaviour within a specific structural context experiencing 'complex dynamics, shifting agendas, and multiple interactions' . 26 The following paragraphs examine the different structural conditions in the cases under scrutiny and the different strategies of external democratization after war.
Structural Conditions
Transition research has identified a number of analytically relevant structural conditions in transitional countries. These include, most notably, the level of socioeconomic development, the level of stateness, the existence of a nation, and potential minority conflicts. 27 In war-tom countries the level of societal trust available after war and the terms of peace also playa crucial role in the chan ces of successful democratic transition. These conditions will be discussed with respect to the four modes of external democratization to explain how democratization cases are differently affected by their occurrence.
Socio-economic Development
Socio-economic welfare defines the distribution of power among the members of society. Unequal distribution of economic power results in unequal access to political power and unequal capability to express preferences in the political process. 28 The mode 1 cases had all been powerful economies before World War II. The conduct of inter-state war largely destroyed industrial facilities and private property. At the same time, the war evened out previously unequal distributions of economic wealth and left everyone struggling for survival. Furthermore, in contrast to Allied expectations, the economic infrastructure and private enterprises functioned relatively weil after the war. 29 In short, mode I cases were poor but not underdeveloped in 1945. They managed to regain economic prosperity in a relatively short per iod and to allow fair political competition.
In contrast, mode 3 and 4 cases were affected by protracted economic and societal disparities. Highly disproportionate levels of income, often superimposed on ethnonationalist or religious cleavages, are major sources of violence when state institutions fail to moderate conflicting interests. 30 In most of these cases, such conflicts persisted or even intensified in the course of becoming violent. War entrepreneurs are able to monopolize military or economic power while civilians suffer from arbitrary violence and hunger, and are often obliged to leave their hornes. After the war, members of paternalistic networks try to continue profiting from welfare gains and privileges acquired in war, to secure their access to resources, and to transform military gains into political power. Mechanisms of clientelism, corporatism, patrimonialism, and corruption persist and hinder the spread of democratic norms and behaviour.
1
Some actors who gain power in war use radicalized conflict narratives to convince their supporters to participate in the war. Those ac tors are less likely to change their narratives in the course of preparing and conducting peace and may even try to reintroduce their radical ideas to the political agenda. Hence, nationalist issues appear to heavily influence the discourse on necessary reforms. Economically or militarily powerful actors playing the ethnic, religious, or ideological card can become spoilers of the peace process, especially if they have reason to fear a loss of their economic, social, and normative power position in peace negotiations and follow-up transition.
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Recent developments In Bosnia-Herzegovina, Kosovo, Iraq, and Afghanistan are typical examples.
Stateness
A central prerequisite for democratization after war are functioning state structures. A well-established state offers rational management of individual and collective needs, creates reliable rule of law procedures, constitutes a legitimate monopoly of force, and controls the territory effectively.33 But during war and intervention, the normal rules of a legitimate monopoly of force, the avoidance of a security vacuum, the guarantee of security, and the establishment of a legitimate monopoly of force all come under major challenge.
Mode I cases in particular suffered from completely delegitimized regimes and bureaucracies whose members had to be identified and punished. At the same time, mode I cases could rely on a long tradition of functioning and stable state structures with rational bureaucracies. 34 With this prior experience in effectively administering the countries, the Allies could rebuild civil administrations in a shört period of time and introduce democratic principles of political organization. Most of the mode 3 and 4 cases could not rely on prior experience with a stable state. Even worse, intra-state wars contributed to the erosion of existent state structures and mostly caused their failure:' s Accordingly, mode 3 and mode 4 cases suffered from a lack of well-trained experts and corrupt instead of functioning rational bureaucracies. They could not rely on military and police fm'ces capable of securing order, or on COUltS able to impartially impede criminals and dispense justice. But ongoing insurgencies, varieties of civil unrest, and communal discontent cannot be moderated without state institutions. 36 As a tool of conftict resolution, state-building has recently received special extern al attention. The idea is to combine security for both former combatants and refugees. The former need guarantees against retaliatory violence committed by their adversaries after demobilization and disarmament and a chance to re-integrate into civilian life if they cannot join the new security forces. 37 The latter need guarantees for safe return, reintegration into societal and working life as weil as compensation for past injustices:'s Thus the need for rapid conftict resolution and the satisfaction of contradictory individual preferences pI aces a heavy burden on the main actors of transition.
Minority Conflicts and Nation -building
Nation is here understood as a group of individuals with a sense of belonging to one political community based on shared history or identity. 39 Such a political community is the basis for accepting majority decisions and for regulating the fair distribution of goods and services. While the nation in mode I cases was not contested, all mode 3 and mode 4 cases and Haiti (mode 2) struggled through protracted political, ethnonational, religious or socio-economic confticts that called into question the very existence of a nation. The sense of belonging to one nation is especially eroded in muIti-ethnic, multireligious, multi-linguistic states. Cultural traditions, customs, symbols, rituals, and historical narratives become contested. The erosion of the nation's coherence can escalate into violent conftict and war. 40 Such nation failure is a typical source of intra-state wars and becomes a major obstacle for state reconstruction and democratization after war, as demonstrated in the Latin American countries, in the Balkans, and in the Middle East.
Social Trust (md Inner-societal Violence
Trust is a necessary precondition for organizing interests and negotiating consensus, both in turn essential for democracy. 41 In addition to socio-economic disparities and the erosion of anation, the mere experience of war, of arbitrary violence, torture and rape, displacement, and dispossession can destroy truSt. 4 2 The absence of innersocietal trust especially affects the transition of the mode 3 cases. These post-conftict societies suffered either from arbitrary violence by the goveming authorities or violence between different ethnic groups that sometimes escalated to ethnic cleansing or genocide. Under such circumstances trust is at best available in families, clans, tribes, ethnic or religious groups, but not beyond kinship or ideological boarders. This societal split poses the permanent danger of renewed violence, or the struggle for autonomy rights or even secession. Mostly, there is no functioning civil society that could bridge these cleavages,43 making it difficult to build the consensus required for a peace process. Without trust, each participating group has no other option than to expect deception by their counterparts during peace negotiations and democratization. 44 Mode 4 cases show a similar low trust profile. In these cases, long-term repression and brutal dictatorship destroyed the fundaments of inner-societal trust. The military operations within the 'war on terror', for example, reinforced existing mistrust" provoked insurgency against the external occupiers, and escalated to assaults against members of other ethnic or religious groups. The failure to moderate conftict heightens the risk of a renewed outbreak of violence in the form of incidents incited by ethnic, religious, or ideological issues, verbal provocation, or single assaults that escalate into widespread violence, as seen in Haiti (mode 2), Sierra Leone, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Kosovo (mode 3), and even more so in Afghanistan and Iraq (mode 4).
Conditions 0/ Peace
Classic wars, in Kalevi Holsti's terms, have a clear-cut end: 'Following the declarations of war, armed combat led either to stalemate or, more often, to a decisive military defeat in a single battle 01' a short series of battles. The defeated party then agreed to a formal armistice and sued for peace. , 45 Mode I cases present an even clearer picture: the war-winning allies did not need to negotiate a peace agreement, but could demand the signing of an unconditional surrender. 46 They could install occupying regimes to stabilize the war-affected countries and to guarantee that the World War 11 aggressor states would not regain their destructive power. The frontline was clear: winning parties could declare the rules of peace; defeated parties had to accept them. The success of the Allies was not contested by those defeated. The clear-cut military success made the defeated amenable to externally enforced reform projects.
In mode 2 cases external interveners fulfilled their promise to reinstall the elected government. The terminology of war 'winners' and 'losers' did not playa role or even affect political development after the withdrawal of US troops. With the exception of Haiti, long-term military protection for the reinstalled elected government or even the supervision of a peace treaty was not necessary.
The conflict Iines in mode 3 and 4 cases have rarely been so obvious. Almost none of the military interventions or the intra-state wars have had such clear-cut endings. In most of the mode 3 cases facing an intra-state war, the need to guarantee security and to overcome the security dilemma overshadowed peace negotiations. Without effective security guarantees, normally provided by a third party, the warring parties could hardly agree on a peace treaty.47 But monitoring by a third party such as the United Nations or European Union does not mean that all relevant groups automatically support the final decisions and agree to play according to the new rules. The pressure to keep pe ace provoked radical minorities to use violence in order to be heard and therefore to become spoilers of the peace process, as, for example, in Bosnia or Kosovo.
In mode 4 cases the external interventions themselves were highly contested. Both regimes collapsed due to military intervention carried out as part of the 'war on terror' . Negotiations on a peace agreement seemed unnecessary. But both cases entailed a political process inc1uding massive external press ure to democratize the political regime. In the Afghan case, the international community and local representatives negotiated the political future in the Bonn process. 4 8 As a consequence of this process, the military intervention was followed by a local interim administration and accompanied by a constitution-drafting process under intensive international supervision. 49 The highly contested military operation against the Hussein regime was followed by a no less contested US military occupation. US officials also set up a constitution-drafting process and meanwhile administered the country with less local ownership. The precipitous transfer of sovereignty back to Iraqi authorities could not conceal the consequences of a brutal 35-year dictatorship: religious and socio-economic conflicts broke open after the regime's collapse,5o and no effective alternative authority could be built up in the short period of time and under the conditions of an occupation seen as illegitimate. The collapse of the state structures revealed that a new state would have to be built and this would require more resources and expertise than originally assumed.
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Scope of Reforms
External Democratization Strategies
Successfully terminating a democratization process in a war-tom society means dealing with the structural challenges described in the previous section. Obviously, it is a complex task. It requires dealing with the unfavourable structural conditions following warfare, with the loss of capable personnel who are able, willing, and moderate enough to shoulder the peace process, and with the unintended consequences of democratization itself. 52 It calls for opportunities for ' post-war reconstruction, economic development, societal reconciliation, and political transformation. It demands anticipating weil in advance what the society in trouble could possibly need in five or ten years, and requires a democratization framework that is flexible enough for adaptation to specific circumstances and unexpected events. Actors willing to democratize a post-war country must deal with fast developments in some sectors and delayed reforms in other sectors. External ac tors must engage in roughly five sectors that have to be transformed or reformed in post-conflict societies; namely, humanitarian first aid and welfare, stateness, the rule of law, the political regime, and the political community. These transformations run over three transitional stages;, namely. stabilization, institutionalization, and consolidation. For a successful completion of democratization, each sec tor needs the implementation of major reforms in each transitional period (Table 3 ). Abrief overview of the reforms supported by external actors will c1arify the scope of reform in post-war societies.
Welfare
The welfare sector sets the conditions for personal well-being. It should at least secure a minimum income and provide for the fair distribution of societal wealth. Societies that experienced war and military intervention are often characterized by economic decay, by high rates of socio-economic disparity and unequal distribution of economic welfare 53 as weil as a parallel economy of illegal activities like drug-, weapon-, and human trafficking. 54 Beyond humanitarian first aid during and immediately after war, economic reconstruction entails the reconstruction of infrastructure and production facilities, the return and reintegration of refugees, the regulation of property rights, and the building of a tax system. Mechanisms to ensure fair access to resources and welfare gains have to be set up. Furthermore, economic development requires the general advancement of education in order to improve the populations' literacy rates and to educate skilful workers, executives, and specialists.
Stateness
To build a functioning state, reforms must achieve the physical protection of all citizens and the establishment of a legitimate monopoly of force. That means, first and foremost, extern al control over a ceasefire or peace accord, including a temporary curfew. Further important steps are the demobilization and disarmament of combatants and the rebuilding and training of police and military forces to achieve a stable and secure environment for further transition to democracy. 55 Donors argue that former combatants should be reintegrated into the new security fot'ces only when they receive training on how to use police or military power while respecting human rights standards, democratic rules, and all citizens, regardless of their socioeconomic, ethnic, or religious background. If they cannot be integrated in such programmes, former combatants must be at least guaranteed subsistence in the civil economic sector. 56 Furthermore, a monopoly of force includes a regime of control over the security forces and c1ear-cut rules for the civil-military relationship. External actors must support the establishment of commonly accepted law as an output of a legitimate decision-making procedure. Obviously, the functioning of the monopoly of force and the guarantee of security do not only depend on the mere physical establishment of police and military troops, police offices and military camps, but also on the formal institutionalization of an effective bureaucracy. These organs can only be based on dear rules, which provide a means of control and a means for judging illegal behaviour. The work is done when a well-ordered monopoly of force is established that is counterbalanced by democratic control and stands the test of avoiding the outbreak of violence among former enemies.
Rule oj Law
The rule of law provides the fundamentals for the protection of individual civil and political rights, the checks and balances for a fair and legitimate decision-making process, and the judicial limitations on executive and legislative power. As a result, a stable rule of law system offers a mechanism for resolving confticts through fair trials and the guarantee of individual and minority rights. The building of the justice sector requires as .a preliminary step the building of an independentjudiciary that provides an effective arena for fair negotiation of any societal dispute, especially in the heated post-war atmosphere. It must be complemented by a criminal justice system that punishes acts of violence in a neutral and independent way. External ac tors must ensure that the building of courts, and the training of judges, attorneys, lawyers, and police officers. They also müst help ,establish clear rules and procedure for investigating, prosecuting and judging criminal activities.
Respect for the rule of law also affects the public sector. It is necessary to establish a civil administration based on the rule of law in order to enable a transparent, fair and corruption-free distribution of public goodS. 57 Therefore, the enhancement of administrative capacities in the form of personal skills, transfer of knowledge, and technical facilities is important.
Increasingly, external actors also engage in the prosecution of past abuses and other forms of transitional justice. 58 An important step is to find a common narrative of past events in order to expose the underlying cleavages and sources of violence. The creation of a historic record that includes the testimony of all warring parties contributes substantially to the formation of a political community. Compensation, restitution, and rehabilitation acknowledge war victims' pain, compensate their material loss, and deter officials from further atrocities. 59 Political Regime A political regime should provide commonly accepted procedures for decisionmaking. A democratic political regime should be based on general consent over procedures of decision-making and implementation. These procedures should be fair, transparent, and open to individual demands, and they should respect the will of the people. In post-war societies, democracy requires the willingness and ability of all relevant actors to play the democratic game according to new rules without relapsing into violence. All major and minor groups should be represented, and able to participate in political decision-making. 60 In order to achieve democratic behaviour in a political process, external ac tors supervise the drafting of a constitution. They monitor the preparation and conduct of democratic elections. 61 Democratic elections require democratic parties, or at least political groups that are eligible and willing, to accept an open democratic competition. 62 Some external actors, therefore, support the development of a representative party system. 63 Beyond political competition, external support includes the building of a plural media system that can inform the public of decisions and also report on failures in the different sectors of reform and provide a platform for general debate. The training of voters and elites in political and civil rights underpins the extern al will to promote reforms.
Political Community
The creation of a political community is another difficult task in a post-war context. Without an at least minimal sense of belonging, individual members will hardly accept the decisions made within a political system. Police officers from different societal groups will hardly accept treating every citizen as equal, judges will hardly act in a neutral, impartial way, employers will hardly hire employees from another ethnic group, and media will hardly refrain from hate campaigns against minorities. However, building trust in a war-torn society is a long-term process traversing several generations. It entails not only agreement on national symbols like the flag 01' anthem, but also the definition of who can become a citizen, who is allowed to vote, and who can be elected. 65 Forming a political community requires long-term conflict resolution, a transitional justice process, justly distributed welfare, and freedom from political, socio-economic, 01' religious discrimination. At best, citizens ought, eventually, to perceive themselves as individuals with equal rights and as members of a political community. At worst, different groups may end up striving for comprehensive autonomy rights 01' even territorial separation. External actors have long hesitated to engage in nation-building in the sense of constructing a political community, by means such as re-education programmes. But, as they recognize that successful democratization cannot afford to ignore community-building, external ac tors are increasingly engaging in political education. 66 The extent of external engagement in the five sectors discussed varies over theset of cases. In mode 1 and mode 4 cases, external actors engaged comprehensively in all five sectors during the interim period until a local government took over executive and legislative responsibility. Mode 2 ca ses resulted only in a slight US engagement in stabilizing the monopoly of force and in supporting the elected government but without pushing for political reforms. Mode 2 . interventions did not affect the welfare regime, rule of law 01' even long-term democratic reforms in the political regime. Mode 3 interventions show the biggest variety of external engagement after military intervention (see Table I ). In Mozambique, EI Salvador, Guatemala, and Sierra Leone, external ac tors under the direction ofthe United Nations monitored the peace agreements and intervened slightly in the refonn process over the five sectors, but they focused on the issues of rule of law and stateness. 67 In Cambodia the UN mission supervised the peace process and temporarily co-administered the territory with local authorities. Their mandate was especially focused on questions concerning stateness and on conducting democratic elections. 68 In East Timor and Kosovo external actors under the direction of the United Nations fulfilled (and in Kosovo still fulfil) executive, legislative, and judicial functions. They used their presence to launch reform projects in all five sectors. li9 The same is true for the international presence in Bosnia-Herzegovina, whose High Representative possesses extensive rights to supervise and intervene in legislation. Here too, external ac tors engage in all five sectors of reforms. 70 In principal, extern al ac tors are weil advised to address all five reform areas because they are highly interconnected. Reform in one sec tor is often dependent on the reform success in one 01' more other sectors. For example, a lack of physical and rule of law security can hinder foreign investment, thereby retarding economic development, which reduces welfare gains, which then in turn undermines the legitimacy of the political system. A political system trapped in an institutional stand-off fails to regulate property rights, which prevents refugees from returning and this, in turn, stops the infiow of skilIed workers needed for economic reconstruction. An ineffective judiciary, to further illustrate, is not able to prosecute past atrocities and, therefore, fails to contrlbute to the establishment of a past narrative and hinders the creation of a political community. Obviously, there are also positive reciprocal effects of peace-, state-, nation-and democracy-building and economic development. Progress in one sector can lead to success in another, but postponement in one sec tor can become an obstacle for all others.
External actors are weil aware of this interconnectedness, nevertheless they do not always engage in all five sec tors to the same extent in all cases. This is either because they do not want to, or because they are not allowed to. In mode 1 cases the populations ofthe defeated nations did not dare to resist foreign occupation and had no choice but to accept it, though grudgingly. The population in mode 2 cases also had fewer means to oppose US power. But external democratization in mode 3 cases legally and literally cannot be driven without internal consent. When internal actors are able and willing to take responsibility for the transformation of the political system, they accept only moderate support from the outside. In cases such as Mozambique, EI Salvador, and Guatemala, external actors 'only' had to supp0l1 local authorities and to monitor state-and democracy-building. In those cases where internal actors were at odds with each other and massive ethno~political confiicts endangered the peace process (Cambodia, Bosnia-Herzegovina) or where the non-existence of self-sustaining state structures made external invol vement necessary (East Timor, Kosovo), externat actors were required to engage comprehensively, as supervisors or interim administrators. In Afghanistan (mode 4) external ac tors refrained from a supervisory or interim administrative role, not least because they were reluctant to shoulder once more the responsibility of state-building from scratch in a post-confiict society.
All these projects of external democratization formally took place with the consent of locaJ actors. Although, beyond a signature on an internationally binding contract, the consent of relevant elites is a relative good. Elite consent can evaporate if external ac tors fail to deli ver expected goods and services and if local actors donot feel respected and understood by interim administrators or democracy promoters. 71 It can also evaporate if external and internal actors differ substantiallyon preferred strategies, the time horizon set for achieving the defined aims, or the legitimacy gained by either moral supremacy or output-oriented reform success. It is even worse if local non-elite support for external intervention vanishes into thin air as it has in Iraq. The Iraqis did not experience a military defeat on the scale of World War II and did not undergo a gradual process of reconciliation such as made West Germans amenable to the Allied occupation. Under the Ba'ath regime, the non-existence of the rule of law, along with arbitrary detention, imprisonment, torture and executions, were part of daily life for most non-privileged Iraqis, whether Sunni or Shi'ia. As a consequence, they feit themselves to be the victims of a brutal regime and were unwilling to live again with a regime that imposed restrictions on individualliberty. Meanwhile, the US Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) had no adequate strategy to manage the outbreak of violent conflicts and to secure peace in the country. Particularly in the early period of the fall of Baghdad, poor preparation, scant knowledge of the country, and a lack of sensitivity to social and cultural customs contributed to the failure of the CPA, which lost its credibility as a benevolent liberator. 72 Political demands by people freed from tyranny but confronted with a new non-legitimate, poorly performing occupation authority were manifested violently. 73 The US forces set up a process of democratic institution-building, constitution-drafting, and nation-wide elections, but failed to find a power-sharing arrangement among Sunni, Shi'ia and Kurdish factions. 74 Obviously, neither the light 'footprint strategy' (Afghanistan) nor the forced 'occupation strategy' (Iraq) assured the desired success. Given current evidence, none of the mode 4 democratic interventions succeeded in securing peace, building up stable state institutions, and effectively controlling the whole territory. In the Afghan case the local authorities were not able to assert control; in the Iraqi case, neither the US troops nor the Iraqi government have been able to secure a monopoly of force.
Enforcing democratization by occupation, as in mode 1 cases, is in today's world doomed to failure. Instead, external ac tors are expected to respect the principles of partners hip and local ownership. In the complex situation of intra-state wars the difficulty, however, is to identify democracy-prone actors and to find reliable partners whom extern als can support in implementing democratic reforms. After aperiod of exclusive and uncontested military occupation after 1945, the Allies relied on untainted and equally democracy-prone actors for the restructuring of the political systems. They excluded adherents of the old regime as far as possible but accepted them if they could contribute technical knowledge. 75 In mode 3 and with the extending intra-state violence in mode 4 cases, it is very difficult to decide who is untainted by violence and who could support democratization. Few relevant elites seem to be willing to support boundless extern al democratization projects. 76 
ConcIusions
External democratization has followed a variety of different confticts, such as foreign military intervention in an ongoing government crisis to support the threatened democratically elected regime, an intervention in an ongoing civil war in whose course external actors supported democratization, or a military campaign to force a democratic regime change. Democratization processes have sometimes been initiated by external actors and sometimes just welcomed as a positive side-effect of military intervention. When external actors actively support democratization, their activities are embedded in a post-war environment and must cope with the reconstruction of failed or destroyed state structures, the transformation of war into peace economies, the promotion of market liberalization, the reorganization of the civil and military administrations, and nation-building. This comprehensive political, economic, and sometimes even societal transformation ought to aim at preventing a renewed outbreak of violence and enabling relevant political ac tors to resolve their disputes in a peaceful way, rather than on the battleground. 77 But not many external actors succeed with their democratization strategies as desired.
The analysis of structural challenges in mode 1, 2, 3 and 4 cases reveals substan~ tial differences in structural conditions that make an environment more or less favourable for democratization. In particular, unresolved security dilemmas, state failure, protracted minority conflicts, and a permanent loss of societal trust become significant obstacles to external democratization. If extern al ac tors fail to win the hearts and minds of relevant elites and people on the ground, their engagement in democratization will hardly succeed -regardless of whether external actors choose a strategy that has been successfully field-tested in another context.
Whether extern al involvement in political reconstruction after war is accepted by locals depends both on the degree of legitimacy for the war or the intervention and on the success of the intervention in terms of achieving substantial progress in the political reform process. In the aftermath of an inter-state war or an intra-state war that resulted in the defeat of a completely delegitimized authoritarian regime, local actors are probably more willing to accept external involvement in internal affairs if the externals can offer incentives for democratization and mitigate conflicts that would otherwise not be solved.
These distinctions question efforts to use so me of the early democratization successes as blueprints for contemporary democracy promotion. Commentators, politicians, and analysts tend to use the historic examples of the major post-war reconstruction operations in West Germany, Japan, and Austria to claim a right or at least the capability to promote democracy by waging war or by military intervention. These operations indeed led to successfullong-term democratization, but only under the special post-World War 11 structural conditions, wh ich turned out to be surprisingly favourable for re-democratization. Nevertheless, these structural conditions are not generalizable to all post-conflict situations, and therefore, taking these cases as a blueprint for future democratization efforts is not to be recommended.
